Leaders gather for MLK service projects

Panel gamers debate over Obama’s policies, similarities to King’s ideals

Bush delivers farewell address

President looks back on tough decisions made during term

Bush is spending his last weekend as president at Camp David. The speech is his final public appearance until he greets President-elect Barack Obama on Inauguration Day at the White House’s North Portico. Bush called the inauguration of Obama, the first black president, a “moment of hope and pride” for America. “Standing on the steps of the Capitol will be a man whose story reflects the enduring promise of our land,” Bush said in wishing the best to Obama, including first lady Michelle Obama and their two daughters. Bush’s presidency began with the worst terrorist attack in U.S. soil and ended with the worst economic collapse in three generations. “Even in the toughest times, we lift our eyes to the broad horizon ahead,” Bush said with his trademark optimism. “I have confidence in the promise of America because I know the character of our people. This is a nation that inspires immigrants and risk takers for the dream of freedom. This is a nation where citizens show calm in times of danger and compassion in the face of suffering. An audience of about 200 people were being assembled to listen to the speech at the White House. They include about 40 people chosen for their personal stories, a practice normally reserved for a State of the Union address. The venue is a break from farewell addresses by Presidents Bill Clinton and Ronald Reagan, who spoke to the nation from the Oval Office. “Like all who have held this office before me, I have experienced setbacks,” said Bush, whose performance has drawn low public approval ratings for months. “There are things I would do differently if given the chance. Yet, I have always thought it best to honor interests of our country in mind. I have followed my conscience and done what I thought was right.” Bush also provided the nation to lead the cause of freedom and maintain its “moral clarity” in what he described as a choice between good and evil.

Holiday weekend inspires good will

Annual volunteer event reaches capacity, honors King with service projects

This Monday in Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, various organizations around Columbia will be serving the community with a variety of volunteer service projects. Carolina Service Council and the staff of Community Service will take part in the 12th Annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Service activities, which will take place on Monday from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Volunteer Coordinator Melissa Roorer is in charge of the event. “We will be doing various service projects from 16 different sites,” Roorer said. Participants will meet on the second floor lobby of the Russell House at 9:10 a.m. for check-in and will attend a brief ceremony honoring the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Transportation will then be provided to a variety of work sites for the day. “We will be working with Haven House for Humanity, Carolina Children’s Home, Harvest Hope Food Bank, St. Lawrence Place and a variety of other organizations,” Roorer said. Roorer said the group will be working on homes by painting and organizing shelves. Unfortunately, due to the overwhelming interest from students, registration for the event is closed. Other service events will be conducted in the area through the United Way of the Midlands. “We have seven projects going on Monday which are all full opportunities will be available for this weekend,” said Roorer. “These organizations,” Volunteer Coordinator Eric Roberts said. Roberts said they will be working with the Palmetto Place Children’s Center by helping to clean and perform administrative duties at the facility and taking children to Chuck E. Cheese’s to play with their families. Roberts said the United Way of the Midlands will help with volunteer work at the Free Medical Clinic off Harbison Street and at the Epilepsy Foundation. They will also be helping to do cleaning and landscaping with the Richland County and Sister Care, a battered women’s center.

“Although these projects are full, there will be opportunities to work with all of these organizations in the future,” Roberts said. Anyone wishing to volunteer their services to the United Way of the Midlands should contact Eric Roberts by phone at (803) 718-6978 or by e-mail at info@uway.org.

The Associated Press

Weather

Sunday’s weather forecast for the Upstate of South Carolina is mostly sunny and warm. The high temperature will be in the lower 70s with a slight chance of showers.
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**Caio, Brazil** — A top Israeli envoy delivered his first public address on a cease-fire agreement in Gaza to a Gazan audience on Thursday, urging Jews to seal a truce on Tuesday.

The Israeli president said the fighting showed Israel's continued existence in the region is "not feasible."

The development comes as the U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon pressed Israel on a cease-fire, and Gulf leaders gathered in Saudi Arabia to discuss the conflict.

Meanwhile, Israeli troops pushed deeper into densely populated Gaza City on the 20th day of the offensive to hunt Hamas militants. Israeli tanks shelled the crowded downtown, sending terrified residents fleeing for cover.

An Israeli airstrike Thursday evening killed prominent Hamas figure Baby Abu al-Atta and three of his associates.

**New York** — A U.S. Airways pilot ditched his plane into a frigid Hudson River on Thursday after a collision with a flock of birds, engines failed, but rescuers pulled all 150 on board into boats as the plane sank.

There were no immediate reports of any serious injuries.

Flight 1549 downed minutes after takeoff from LaGuardia Airport for Charlotte, N.C., splashed into the river near 96th Street in midtown Manhattan.

"There were eyewitness reports the plane may have flown into a flock of birds," said Federal Aviation Administration spokeswoman Laura Brown. "Right now we don't have any indication this was an act of terrorism other than an accident."

Passenger Jeff Kohodl of Norwalk, Conn., said he heard an explosion two or three minutes into the flight, looked out the left side of the Airbus 320 and saw one of the engines on fire.

"The captain said, 'Be prepared for impact because we're going down,'" Kohodl said. He said passengers put their heads in their laps and started praying. "The plane hit the water pretty hard, but he was fine."

"It was intense. It was scary. You've got to give it to the pilot. He made a hell of a landing," Kohodl said.

The plane was submerged in the icy waters up to the windows when rescuers on a temporary 10-day halt ordered by the U.S. air traffic controllers worked to cut passengers off the disabled jetliner into the icy waters.
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VZ Navigator: Across town or around campus, navigate traffic with ease using VZ Navigator. Get constant updates, audible turn-by-turn directions, detour options and even find the lowest gas prices. All on your phone. And only from Verizon Wireless.

Official Wireless Provider of the Gamecocks
Russell House seems cramped in recent days

Grand Market Place, old stomping grounds may need to keep up

I'm not a claustrophobic person, and size-wise, I'm pretty compact — my long-awaited growth spurt never happened. But the Russell House seems to be getting smaller and smaller these days. I remember, as a freshman, the Grand Market Place was fairly roomy. Sure there were busy times when the lunch or coffee lines would get a little out of hand, but there were at least we were always somewhere to sit inside. But you had to go up to upstairs every once in a while — all, as my dad used to say, just wasn't that many of us since if you ate between classes or during the day, you tore ourselves up.

What do you think? Time to be getting somewhere again? In RH now, and I can't imagine it getting any better. There's just that one time of the day, frustrating — when the Wednesday night kids are balancing their food in the third floor — rarely works out. Forget the Grand Market, there's no place to sit inside. It's funny the way we think of places as getting bigger, but my food, I usually get it at least there.

Time to be getting smaller and somehow, it doesn't really matter, since it's frustrating — when those kids grow up and work the lines at In-n-Out. In recent days, I'm sure some people might be thinking, "I'm pretty dicey, too. Even my growth is slowing down."

America: In money we trust

It's a funny way we are all attracted to money, to be so afraid to be seen as being in their pockets or from their car to their car or from their car to the gym, without making even these anti-bacterial pit stops. We all have pockets and will go to extreme lengths to keep our money in our pockets, even when we're desperate. The screaming decibel level of some kids in the sixth grade, nearly everyone thinks time moves similarly, although limited by the monetary and social lives full of reading and other wonderful things.

All of this makes us see two fundamental truths about time. We need to realize that stop dead of this confusion. Comment yourself now, an even shorter day that will be brief until you won't speak up on you. You can undertake this abridgment of time, you'll lose your voice to the continent more. When your roommate comments in May that spring semester went by in a flash, you can count on everything you've accomplished and responded to something that sounds exactly as long as you will laugh at the delusion and say with a yawn, "I thought you'd never get here." You'll be content knowing that, try it at midnight, time didn't make the clock ticking on you this time around. The clock making this happen, somehow.

Change of perspective can alter overwhelmed feelings at semester’s end

For instance, or donating time to relevant charitable causes.

So keep speaking your mind. Just be sure you do not speak in vain.

CORRECTIONS

If you see an error in our today, we want to know about it. E-mail us at apeal@sc.edu.

About The Daily Gamecock

The Daily Gamecock encourages readers to raise their voices and offer their opinions about items in our pages. Letters and guest columns should be submitted to The Daily Gamecock's offices at Russell House, Room 130, or at newsletter.dgmedia@sc.edu. Letters must run 200 to 300 words in length and include the author's name, year in school and area of study. We also invite student leaders and USC faculty members to submit guest columns or short stories to our column about 500 words in length and submit the column to our staff of editors at newsletter.gamecockfeatures@sc.edu. The editor reserves the right to edit and condense submissions to length and clarity, or not publish all. All submissions become the property of The Daily Gamecock and cannot be returned. Including all the above information is appreciated.
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MORE USED BOOKS
Than the Library of Congress

ADDAM’S UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
152 Assembly Street
803-256-6666 • www.usc.bkstr.com
Plenty of free parking!

A NEW KIND OF College Living

THE WOODLANDS OF COLUMBIA

- STARTING AT ONLY $40 Per Month
- Optional All-Inclusive Rent!
- Incredible Amenities
- Unrivaled Interiors
- 2, 3 & 4 Bedrooms
- Pet Friendly & Shuttle!

Find Out More!
(803) 779-4888
www.Woodlands-Columbia.com

Leasing Center Location:
2201 Greene St. • Columbia, SC 29205
(From campus, one block past Starbucks)

Visit Our Bar Night TONIGHT at:
Sharkys Bar Tab Raffle!
The dance party is back by popular demand, after the racking success of the station’s similar bash held last semester at The Whig. Last year a whopping 300 students showed up, making The Whig not only a lit crowd, but a fire hazard as well, prompting the station to consider a larger venue for their next event, hence the move to New Brookland Tavern.

The station has hired popular local DJs Kev-Kev, Corps and Chris Wenner to supply the sound, it is different from the rap and remixes one expects to hear in a club. Flores said Friday’s event is “not like most events in L.A. and New York City, with people renting out entire warehouses just to dance in them.” New Brookland was chosen as the venue not only for its size, but also because it goes off the sort of “underground authenticity” of the House parties held in big cities across America.

House music is ideal for anyone who just loves to dance. With disco undertones and an electronic sound, it is different from the hip-hop that is dominating the club scene today. "WUSC DJ Cait Costello, a second-year public relations student who also works for the station's public affairs department, said the event is “basically a very cheap way for people who are under 21 to go out.” Besides being an inexpensive good time, the party also offers the opportunity for those who are interested in the radio station to get involved.

There will be a WUSC table set up with information for students to learn more about the station. Flores hopes this event will set a precedent for the student radio station so that they can “eventually make it up to one event a month.”

Carolina Productions scores with spring lineup

Wide range of on-campus entertainment in store for students

Martin Mudder Staff Writer

Despite the belt-tightening and penny-pinching that every Gamecock has barely muster a moon walk can simply watch in awe.

Spring 2009 Highlights:

Jan. 21: Every Pk (penetration北京) halftime of the men's basketball game at the Colonial Life Arena.

Be honest — you know you watched “America’s Best Dance Crew” religiously when it first came out. Dancers have to respect the creative style and crisp moves of the group while those of us who can barely muster a moon walk can simply watch in awe.

Feb. 10: Illustrious Mike ‘Nigel’ will perform in the Russell House ballroom. Crowned by NBC as the world’s best mentee, Super has a flair for the dramatic. While I’m not convinced that Super truly possesses supernatural abilities, I am sure that his show will be entertaining and just a little creepy.

Tom Cruise plays Col. Claus von Stauffenberg in “Valkyrie.” The colonel was one of several members of the German military who plotted to assassinate Hitler in 1944. Although Stauffenberg is a dedicated soldier — sacrificing a right hand, several fingers and an eye in the North African campaign — right from the beginning he feels Hitler is destroying Germany. He is in a good but risky position by swearing his allegiance to Germany. Stauffenberg is a dedicated soldier — sacrificing a right hand, several fingers and an eye in the North African campaign — right from the beginning he feels Hitler is destroying Germany. He is in a good but risky position by swearing his allegiance to Germany.

Valkyrie’ presents history in new, suspenseful way

Realistic production, top-notch casting create compelling tale

Haley Davis Staff Writer

During his rule of Nazi Germany, there were all major attempts to assassinate Adolf Hitler, some of those successful. Based on true events, the title “Valkyrie” presents a suspenseful reenactment of one of the most significant attempts.

Tom Cruise plays the German Col. Claus von Stauffenberg, who leads the failed coup on July 20, 1944. Although audiences see a different side of the all-American movie star, he believably plays his part as a faithful German mercenary.
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**March 17:** The Calling and Eve 6 perform in the Russell House. Everyone's favorite bands from those middle school years are suddenly back in style. It was almost impossible to get through a day in 2001 without hearing “Think Twice” or “Wherever You Will Go” on the radio, and for one night, we can relive some of the music that defined 2001.

**March 23:** Aasif Mandvi from “The Daily Show” will speak in the RH ballroom. Mandvi’s quick wit and deadpan delivery will definitely make the show worth seeing. In a time of international turbulence, the least we can do is have a sense of humor, right?

**March 24:** “The Birdcage” in the RH ballroom. If you’ve never seen this show before, you’re in for a memorable experience, to say the least. While the details of what will happen at “The Birdcage” are far from predictable, the performances showcase some of USC’s most talented (and most beautiful) men.

**April 7:** David Gold performs in the RH ballroom. The most recent American Idol, Gold’s Crescent could easily make him as much of a star as Kelly Clarkson or Carrie Underwood. Since the upcoming season of “American Idol” will be full of surprises, this is a must-see performance.

**April 21:** USC Idol in the RH ballroom. For one night only, USC’s students show that they’re as talented as “American Idol” candidates. The show is always as high a quality as “American Idol” without all the drama. All the talent, without the obnoxious Simon Cowell.

**Valkyrie** Continued from 6

Stauffenberg intelligently gains Hitler’s trust by attempting to seize control of the Nazi government. He would attempt to make peace with Allies, close all concentration camps and end World War II. Unfortunately, as Valkyrie member Ludwig Beck foresaw, “Just remember: nothing ever goes according to plan.” “Valkyrie” is not a typical historical war movie. There is a level of action that keeps the pace moving, seamlessly threading scenes together, especially during the execution of the plot. All aspects of the film — costumes, set, special effects and screenwriting — are realistic. The many bombs and explosions are not overdone or exaggerated — an aspect that draws viewers in. Most of the cast was chosen well: Cruise and the many generals (Kenneth Branagh, Bill Nighy and Tom Wilkinson) play excellent militants. However, David Bamber proves to be a mediocre Hitler pick. Bamber had physical similarities but lacked the characteristics instilled in the Nazi monster’s evil persona. Although history reveals the ending, the compelling story and top-notch acting shows that not all Germans succumbed to Hitler’s evils. It raises questions about the role of a dictator and the power of an individual’s moral obligations. Hearing about World War II is one thing, but seeing the Nazi soldiers take their oath to Hitler on screen, swearing they would follow him to death, is a chilling experience. Regardless of viewers’ feelings about the acting, it is satisfying to know there were people attempting to defy evil.

Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

**Mediterranean Tea Room**

Specializing in Middle Eastern cuisine, the tea room offers an authentic dining experience in the heart of downtown Cayce.

**Serving Mediterranean food as well as Middle Eastern cuisine**

3801 Devine Street • 709 - 3118

**THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL POSTER SALE**

**Where:**
Russell House University Union - 3rd Floor Lobby

**Time:**
Monday thru Friday - Russell House University Union - 2nd Floor Lobby

**Monday, Jan. 19 thru Fri., Jan. 23**
9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

**Sponsor:**
Russell House University Union

**Most Images Only $7, $8 and $9**
Inside the Box • By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Aries Being a manager has its own frustrations. As the person in charge, you’re responsible for other people’s actions.

Taurus Work interfaces with your plans to escape early and go out and play. Can you get someone to cover for you?

Gemini You have a natural talent regarding communications. You’re especially persuasive, charming and witty right now.

Cancer Respectfully turn down an enthusiastic person’s invitation if you don’t feel up to it. He or she will appreciate it. He or she will appreciate it.

Leo Someday you’ll make a suggestion you’re really happy with. But will it work in your situation? Better check that out before you spend very much money.

Virgo There is money coming in. Don’t spend it all in one place. Minimize your risks as much as you possibly can.

Libra Unfortunately, there’s still a job to be done that you can’t ignore. Give your full attention and be done with it once and for all.

Scorpion You’ve been avoiding something stacking up. Better find out what’s in there before you dump it all in recycling.

Sagittarius Gather up goodies while you can; this chance won’t last forever. Other expenses are coming soon, and your budget will be strained again.

Capricorn You may have the best ideas and be ready to take action. You don’t have the authority, though, and therein lies the problem. Be ready to take action.

Aquarius You’re under pressure to take action. Is that really the best option? You’re not convinced, and you’re right.

Pisces Neither a borrower nor a lender be, think of other ways to increase your income.

Inside the Box • By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

PhD • By Jorge Chan

Happy Hour

Mon - Fri 4 - 7 pm
$1 Cheese Slices • 400 Winés
2090 Sevier Street in West end • 803.252.3600
www.allegrohotspots.com
Dine-in, Pick-up, Delivery, Catering

Sudoku

How to Play

Complete the grid so each row, column, AND 3-by-3 box (in bold border) contains every digit 1 to 9.

Solutions from 01/15/09

The Scene @ USC

TODAY

MUSIC DANCE PARTY FEATURING KEV-KEV, C.O.R.P.P.S., CHRIS WENNER
6 p.m., free
Russell House Theater

PINK FLOYD SLIP
9 p.m., $5
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.

DL HUGHLEY
8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Comedy House, 2800 Decker Blvd.

CONCRETE JUMPSUIT
9 p.m., $7
Headliners 701 Gervais St.

JAM ROOM SHOWCASE
9:30 p.m., $5
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

HOROSCOPES

ARIES Being a manager has its own frustrations. As the person in charge, you’re responsible for other people’s actions.

TAURUS Work interfaces with your plans to escape early and go out and play. Can you get someone to cover for you?

GEMINI You have a natural talent regarding communications. You’re especially persuasive, charming and witty right now.

CANCER Respectfully turn down an enthusiastic person’s invitation if you don’t feel up to it. He or she will appreciate it.

LEO Someday you’ll make a suggestion you’re really happy with. But will it work in your situation? Better check that out before you spend very much money.

VIRGO There is money coming in. Don’t spend it all in one place. Minimize your risks as much as you possibly can.

LIBRA Unfortunately, there’s still a job to be done that you can’t ignore. Give your full attention and be done with it once and for all.

SCORPIO You’ve been avoiding something stacking up. Better find out what’s in there before you dump it all in recycling.

CAPRICORN You may have the best ideas and be ready to take action. You don’t have the authority, though, and therein lies the problem. Be ready to take action.

AQUARIUS You’re under pressure to take action. Is that really the best option? You’re not convinced, and you’re right.

PISES Neither a borrower nor a lender be, think of other ways to increase your income.

Crossword

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
01/16/09

A C R O S S

1 Scale with no sharps or flats
7 Some MDs
10 Piano
14 Sunflowers
15 Fashion designer
26 Merry sounds
29 Knight’s title
30 Vegas opening?
31 Large belly
32 I.M., the architect
34 New thought
35 “Catcher in the Rye” character
36 NY canal
37 Movie starring 17A
40 Throw out of bed
41 Small silvery swimmer
42 Kraits and boas
43 Should that be the...?
44 Nigerian Civil War
45 Economy-size
46 Steer clear of
47 “Fiddler on the Roof” role
48 Fake handle
49 Dark time
50 SMU or MSU
51 Part of the eye
52 Actresses Silvionzas
53 Parishioners
54 Baseball position...
55 Charged particle
56 Wind dir.
57 French article
58 Letters of a taboo

D O W N

1 Today’s LIps
2 __ culpa
3 The suns
4 Ind. Day mo.
9 Of stars
10 Get a close-up
11 “The Wayward Bus” role
12 Yet
13 Provider (w/t)
14 “The Wayward Bus” role
15 Provide (w/t)
16 Frenzied up
17 Some poems
18 Baseball position...
19 Oscar winner in 17A
20 Merry sounds
21 Slip-on slipper
22 Second shortest serving U.S. president
23 Soap plant
24 Safety grp.
25 Feudal estate
26 Merciful
27 Pond problem
28 2005 baseball MVP
29 Pianist Thelonious
30 Vegas opening?
31 Large belly
32 Wisdom unit?
33 Heston title role
34 New Thought
35 Movie starring 17A
36 NY canal
37 Movie starring 17A
38 34D in Paris
39 Exist
40 I.M., the architect
41 Small silvery swimmer
42 Kraits and boas
43 Should that be the...?
44 Nigerian Civil War
45 Economy-size
Women’s tennis faces the Brigham Young Cougars tonight at 8 p.m. at the USC Indoor Field House. This is the team’s first match of the spring season and the Gamecocks are looking to settle the score against BYU, who beat them last year 1-7 at a match in Utah.

The USC team is currently ranked No. 33 in the nation, whereas BYU sits at No. 40. South Carolina’s Ana Maria Zubori is ranked No. 14 in the nation for singles, a ranking that has only been possible once in school history by the current assistant coach, Katrina Potrocic. Senior Giza Schofield is also ranked at No. 71. This dominated last week of being ranked on the ITA’s polls since March 6, 2007.

“The ranking means nothing,” Zubori said. “It doesn’t change my name, my name is still the same if I’m No. 1 or 55. It’s good for the team because it looks nice. Maybe if opponents see my ranking they have a little bit more respect for me. It puts me in a position to play a little harder to defend in?”

Zubori had a much more different surface, but I saw the team is optimistic, so we have to find a way to go in there and play our game.”

Women’s tennis star Morgan Henley 50. She will have to continue than average fall campaign, more respect for me. It puts ranking they have a little bit team because it looks nice. name is still the same if I’m polls since March 6, 2007. of being ranked on the ITA’s

Ronald Martinez / Getty Images

Junior Sophia McHale and senior Alana Fay will begin the spring season this weekend against BYU. McHale is currently ranked No. 35 in the nation, while Fay is ranked No. 121.

“Considering that it is a new season, the match will be a great opportunity to get good shots and work on techniques,” McHale said. “It’s good for us to start the season on the right foot.”

The Gamecocks will begin the spring season at home on Friday, Feb. 8, and will have a home-and-home series with Clemson the following Saturday. The Gamecocks will then travel to the SEC Tournament, which will be held in Columbia, South Carolina, from April 7-15 against Florida in her coaching career. The Gamecocks are looking to make it to the NCAA tournament for the first time since 2002, when they ended a run of making the tournament nine times in ten seasons... South Carolina fell to 6-8 on the SEC... Florida improved to 16-2 overall and now have a 1-2 record in the conference... Attendance was 2,179.

U P N E X T : The Gamecocks are on the road for their next two games. On Sunday, they will travel to Knoxville to take on the No. 13 Tennessee Volunteers (11-3, 2-1 SEC). Tennessee has used seven different starters throughout the season, and coach Pat Summitt earned her 40th SEC victory last night as Tennessee beat Mississippi State 65-56.

The Lady Vols won the shot clock and the Gamecocks have dropped their past two road decisions. The Gamecocks have lost five of their last six SEC opponents in nearly six years.

USC opens against Cougars

USC opens against BYU this weekend as the team prepares for the spring season. The Gamecocks are currently ranked No. 14 in the nation for singles, a ranking that has only been possible once in school history by the current assistant coach, Katrina Potrocic. Senior Giza Schofield is also ranked at No. 71.

“The ranking means nothing,” Zubori said. “It doesn’t change my name, my name is still the same if I’m No. 1 or 55. It’s good for the team because it looks nice. Maybe if opponents see my ranking they have a little bit more respect for me. It puts me in a position to play a little harder to defend in.”

USC coach Horn says his team will be ‘playing frantically for a win’ against capable Volunteer opponents

USC coach Horn says his team will be ‘playing frantically for a win’ against capable Volunteer opponents.
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**Adventures in Overlook**

- **Address:** 301 Overlook Rd.,阿拉伯
- **Description:** views of the city beyond the hillside, quiet neighborhood.
- **Accessibility:** Animal-friendly, pets welcome.
- **Contact:** 803-777-6482

---

**Condos for Rent**

- **Address:** 999 Main St., Columbia
- **Description:** fully furnished, private balcony, parking included.
- **Accessibility:** ADA compliant, wheelchair accessible.
- **Contact:** 803-777-3888

---

**For Rent**

- **Address:** 888 Grove St., Columbia
- **Description:** available this month.
- **Contact:** 803-777-6482

---

**Property Management**

- **Address:** 111 Oak St., Columbia
- **Description:** professional management, regular maintenance.
- **Contact:** 803-777-3888